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Annual Partnership Awards Presentation
Richland College Corporate Services was delighted to present its 4th annual Partnership Awards at the Garland Chamber’s Annual “Emerald Tie” Banquet on Jan. 29. The
awards were presented to two Dallas County Manufacturers’
Association (DCMA) partners and one community partner
in recognition of the training provided to their employees this
past year and the impact it has had in their workplaces.
This year, the DCMA Partnership Award for a company
with less than 100 employees went to Unity Manufacturing.
Unity provided training in production and safety-related
courses for 55 percent of its workforce as part of the Skills
Development Grant with Richland College. The DCMA
Partnership Award for a large company with more than 100
employees went to Atlas Copco Drilling Solutions, LLC.
Atlas trained more than 70 employees in Lean principles and
a variety of industrial maintenance courses while also participating in the Skills Development Grant with Richland College.
The Community Partner award was presented to the City of
Garland. The city and Richland College partnered to develop S.E.R.V.E., a customer service excellence program designed for various city departments with employees who interact with the public. To date, more than 600 City of Garland employees have completed the S.E.R.V.E. training
which also includes a follow-up coaching program for managers. Richland also provides training for the city in topics such
as occupational Spanish, leadership, business writing and Microsoft Office.

DCMA Partner Award recipient Moises Solano, VP of Production at Unity Mfg. is presented the award by Dr. Kay
Eggleston, Richland College president.

DCMA Partner Award recipients Kristen Smith and Jessica
Conner of Atlas Copco are congratulated by Dr. Kay Eggleston, Richland College president.

The Community Partner Award is presented to Susan Fair
and Laura Lozier of the City of Garland by Dr. Kay Eggleston, Richland College president.
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Get Lean in 2015!
Interested in helping your associates gain knowledge
and skill to help improve your business? Lean and Six
Sigma are widely used by large and small companies
around the world to create improved business results.
Lean is defined as a systematic method for the elimination of waste in a process. The process can be a traditional manufacturing/production process or, increasingly, a business process like purchasing, appointment
scheduling, or loan processing.
Six Sigma is defined as a disciplined, data-driven approach and method for eliminating defects in any process.
Both Lean and Six Sigma have a long history of contributing to business success. Each of these methods, used
alone or combined, can result in significant improvement in business results. Both of the methods do require
people to learn. Learning is where Richland College shines. Richland College provides an array of training opportunities focused on Lean and Six Sigma methods for process improvement. Richland’s Lean training focuses
on elimination of waste in processes. The offerings range from a Lean overview, where associates are exposed
to the principles, systems, and tools of Lean, to courses customized for each company to match where they are
on the Lean journey.
In the Garland area, companies have used 5S Workplace Organization classes designed to get associates out of
the classroom and on to the floor making improvements. Associates also completed problem-solving classes
designed to incorporate actual business issues for a hands-on experience.
Richland’s Six Sigma courses focus on understanding and reduction in the amount of variation in processes. As
with Lean, each class is designed with company leaders’ input to provide real results. Garland companies have
utilized classes in statistical process control, where associates learn how to use the data they have to understand
how their process is running.
Richland also offers a blended Lean Six Sigma learning program for any organization that desires a comprehensive associate experience. This program utilizes computerized learning modules designed by The Quality
Group combined with instructor led training to provide a complete exposure to the Lean Six Sigma body of
knowledge. Participating companies have determined this body of knowledge is a must for their associates.
The following page includes a detailed breakdown of the Lean Six Sigma Green Belt training program from
Richland College. This blended program is 48 hours consisting
of 24 hours of blended, self-paced online training and 24 hours
of instructor-led training in a classroom environment at the company or at the Richland College Garland Campus. Richland
can also offer on-site classes in Lean Principles, 5S, root cause
analysis, problem-solving, failure mode effects analysis, project
management and other Lean topics in instructor-led, customized, hands-on formats of 8-24 hours.
Richland College provides numerous avenues to allow your associates to learn these valuable, high payback methods. All you
have to do is ask!
Interceramic employees participate in a Lean Six Sigma
Green Belt class at the Richland College Garland Campus.
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Instructor Spotlight — Phillip Musfeldt
Richland College Corporate Services’ customers benefit by having access to
a wide variety of courses and training programs, many of which are developed under the guidance of college/industry advisors and delivered by instructors from the college’s adjunct faculty. Richland is very fortunate to
work with Phillip Musfeldt to provide its Lean Office and Manufacturing
training.
Phillip is a retired Air Force officer with a degree in occupational and adult
education from Wayland Baptist University. He has over 30 years of technical, leadership and management, and Lean Six Sigma training experience. Most recently, Phillip was a Lean Six Sigma (LSS) trainer for Essilor
USA, a global leader in the manufacturing of ophthalmic lenses. He developed and presented LSS training at over 40 production locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, training Essilor associates at all levels of production and management. He provided hands-on Lean process coaching to production floor, customer service and
administrative personnel. Phillip guided them through process improvement projects that resulted in over $8
million in documented savings over a five year period.
Phillip now provides Lean office training for Richland College at customer locations.

New Faces at the Garland Campus
Sheridan Nixon has worked at the Garland Campus since December, 2013. He
was hired as a case manager for the Office Support Specialist Certificate Program where he recruited students, worked with instructors and helped place
graduates in new jobs. While not a “new face,” Sheridan’s new duties include
managing the Skills Development Grant for Associa and interacting with Garland and Richardson area corporate clients.

She is not really another “new face,” but Bilen Dimiru has new duties at the
Garland Campus. Bilen started working for Richland in October, 1999 as a
registrar and cashier in the continuing education division. She began working
closely with corporate and workforce training several years ago and in September, 2014 permanently moved to the Garland Campus. Bilen currently manages instructor contracts, registration and reporting for our clients.

Quote of the Month
“Quality is NEVER an accident. It is always the result of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent direction, and skillful execution; it represents the wise choice of many alternatives.”
- Willa A. Foster
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January Events at the Garland Campus
Direct Connect
On January 15, Richland College Garland Campus was
the host sponsor for Direct Connect, a monthly networking event coordinated by the Garland Chamber of Commerce. Richland College staff members Konley Kelley
and Ronald Bowman addressed the crowd before networking activities got underway. Kelley spoke about the
campus history and corporate training opportunities.
Bowman covered workforce training programs and new
initiatives to provide veterans with grant-funded training.
The group was much larger than normal with the inclusion of this year’s Leadership Garland class, which was on
campus for an all-day session focused on Economic Development.

Direct Connect and Leadership Garland at the Garland Campus

Veterans Coalition of North Central Texas
The Veterans Coalition of North Central Texas
held their first meeting of the year in our gallery
on January 29. Richland College was able to share
information on the new opportunities we now offer for veterans, such as College Credit for Heroes and various certificate programs in the manufacturing sector. For more information on the
manufacturing training, please contact Ron Bowman at 214-360-1238.
Veterans Coalition of North Central Texas in the Garland Campus
Gallery

Workforce Training Recognition Ceremony
Congratulations to the students who were recognized in our ceremony on January 30! Since our last ceremony, we have had a total
of 58 students complete our workforce training programs: Computer Maintenance, Construction Laborer: Masonry, General Accounting, Machine Operator , Office Support Specialist, and
Workplace Skills. Of those who completed, 24 attended the ceremony along with family and friends. The keynote speaker was
Shelterria Crowder, who was one of the students that completed
our Office Support Specialist program and found employment
with Southwest Dispatch Center. After the ceremony, students and
their guests enjoyed cake and light refreshments.
Shelterria Crowder addresses the ceremony attendees
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Night and Weekend Classes at Garland Campus
Computer Aided Design
Title

Days

Hours

Dates

Hrs/

Location

Room

Fee

Sessions
AutoCAD II

T/Th

6—10 pm

2/3—3/3

32/8

Garland Campus

432

$240

AutoCAD II

S/Sun

1—5 pm

2/7—3/1

32/8

Garland Campus

432

$240

AutoCAD IV

T/Th

6—10 pm

3/17—4/9

32/8

Garland Campus

432

$240

AutoCAD IV

S/Sun

1—5 pm

3/21—4/19

32/8

Garland Campus

432

$240

Solidworks I

M/W

6—10 pm

4/6—4/22

24/6

Garland Campus

432

$250

Solidworks II

M/W

6—10 pm

4/27—5/13

24/6

Garland Campus

432

$250

Certified IC3 Classes
Title

Days

Hours

Dates

Hrs/

Location

Room

Fee

Sessions
IC3 Test Prep/Test

S

8—5 pm

3/7

8/1

Garland Campus

434

$160

Internet Fundamentals

T/Th

6—10 pm

3/17—4/9

32/8

Garland Campus

434

$320

IC3 Test Prep/Test

S

8—5 pm

4/11

8/1

Garland Campus

434

$160

Dates

Hrs/

Location

Room

Fee

Precision Machinist Certificate
Title

Days

Hours

Sessions
Shop Math

T/Th

6—10 pm

2/3—3/3

32/8

Garland Campus

444

$320

Basic Lathe

T/Th

6—10 pm

3/17—4/16

40/10

Garland Campus

444

$400

Grinding & Drill
Press

S

8—12 pm

4/11—5/30

32/8

Garland Campus

444

$320

Metrology

S

8—5 pm

3/21—3/28

16/2

Garland Campus

444

$160

OSHA 10 Safety

T/Th/F

6—10 pm

3/24—3/27

12/3

Garland Campus

436

$95

Basic Mill

T/Thu

6—10 pm

4/21—5/21

40/10

Garland Campus

444

$400

Virtual Welding II—
Stick

S

1-5 pm

3/21—5/30

40/10

Garland Campus

444

$695
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Night and Weekend Classes at Garland Campus
Manufacturing Skills Standards Council (MSSC) Certifications
Title

Days

Hours

Dates

Hrs/

Location

Room

Fee

Sessions
Forklift
Certification

S

8 am—4 pm

5/2

7/1

Garland Campus

436

$210

MSSC Certified
Logistics Associate

M/W/F

6—10 pm

2/2—3/27

48/4

Garland Campus

436

$795

MSSC Certified
Logistics Technician

M/W/F

6—10 pm

3/30—4/27

48/4

Garland Campus

436

$795

For the open enrollment online schedule and registration, go to
www.richlandcollege.edu/ce/rapid/php or call 972-238-6146.

How to Find Training and News at the Garland Campus
We are pleased to announce the completion of the Richland College
Corporate Services Course Catalog. The catalog is available to view
online as a “flipbook.” Click on the link below to view the flipbook.
http://issuu.com/richlandcollege/docs/cscoursebrochure/1
You are always welcome to visit the Garland Campus website at —
http://www.richlandcollege.edu/garlandcampus/
Past Richland College Garland Campus newsletters are available to
view as .pdf files at —
http://www.richlandcollege.edu/garlandcampus/enewsletter.php
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